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Abstract
Complexity of distributed real-time applications such
as automotive electronics has increased dramatically over
the last couple of years. As a result, developing
communication protocols to address real-time
requirements of these applications such as reliability, intime delivery of messages, priority support, and faulttolerance needs more sophisticated techniques. To satisfy
these requirements, special communication architectures
have been designed. The most important methods
presented are TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access),
Token Ring and CAN (Controller Area Network).
Recently, a new algorithm called RDM (Round Data
Mailer) has been presented. The focus of this paper is on
the studying of the Round Data Mailer technique and
evaluating its message delivery performance by making a
comparison of the result of simulated RDM and CAN.

1. Introduction
Improvement in many fields of modern technology
like traffic control and atomic reactors depends heavily on
accurate operation of fast software and hardware.
Therefore all these systems need to provide services and
operations with deadline.
A Real-Time System (RTS) is defined as a system in
which the time is significant when the outputs are
produced [1]. The outputs must be produced within
specified time bounds referred to as deadlines so RTS
systems have higher reliability and safety requirements
than other systems. Fault tolerance which is another
important attribute for real-time systems refers to protect
and maintaining availability of system services despite
occurring errors during its operation.
Nowadays, central real-time systems have been
converted to the distributed ones, because many systems
which must be controlled are naturally distributed like
traffic control or communication systems. TDMA, CAN
and IEEE802.5 priority Token ring have been used in
such environment to provide safety and reliability in real-
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time systems [2, 3, 4]. With TDMA and CAN protocols,
there is no way to make sure that every message is
delivered in time through an efficient global prioritybased message delivery mechanism. Although IEEE802.5
priority Token ring supports priorities, it has some other
difficulties. The most important problem is about token
traveling. To find the next highest priority message a
token must travel at least one complete cycle. If there are
many nodes in system, it can be a considerable amount of
time. In this paper we explain another method called
RDM which satisfies the requirements of SSDRT (Small
Scale Distributed Real-Time) systems [5]. Although, this
method can be used in general distributed systems, our
focus is on small-scale real-time ones.

2. RDM Algorithm
In RDM, a logical ring is assumed to connect
computers to each other [5, 6, 7]. Most of benefits derived
from the ring topology are related to its logical
characteristics. For example in a ring connectivity data is
quickly transferred without a bottle neck, the transmission
of data is relatively simple as packets travel in one
direction only and adding additional nodes has very little
impact on bandwidth. Because of these benefits, in RDM,
ring topology is considered as a logical level like many
other network protocols.
Critical
message
moves
clockwise
or
counterclockwise from one node to its neighbor in
assumed logical ring. Critical message is a message that
carries real-time data/results which is a datum/result that
is captured or produced by a real-time process and there
are one or more real-time processes that need this
datum/result. In RDM there is only one such a message
that travels between nodes. When RDM message reaches
to a node, that node has permission to send critical data,
so it acts like token for each node but with a small
different from known token, because it carries critical data
too, which is not common in other algorithms. Structure
of this message must be known exactly for all nodes in
system.

Each data in the message has only one producer, but it
can have one or more consumer. When the critical
message reaches to a node, it makes a copy of the whole
message, then removes or updates all data/results loaded
by this node in the previous round and loads all newly
produce real-time data/result on the message. It also
searches in whole message in order to find critical data
which has been sent for this node. Finally, the node will
send the message to its clockwise neighbor. In explained
method because of message structure specifications and
specific behavior of RDM algorithm there is no problem
like token traveling or any other similar difficulties.
One of the important requirements of real-time
systems is reliable and timely data transmission. So, in
RDM algorithm, in order to provide reliability for realtime data transmission, each node must recover from data
that is damaged or lost by the communication system.
This is achieved by requiring an acknowledgment from
the receiver. If the acknowledgement is not received with
in a predefined period of time, the receiver is checked to
distinguish whether the receiver node is active or not, if
the node is still active and works properly the data is
retransmitted. Whenever a segment containing data is
transmitted, a copy is created on a retransmission queue
and also a timer will be started, when the
acknowledgment for that data is received properly, the
segment is deleted from the queue and the timer will reset,
but if the acknowledgment is not received before the timer
runs out while the receiver is still active the segment will
be retransmitted. In the case that the acknowledgement is
not received after twice repetition of data retransmission,
the receiver will be assumed inactive and the message
transmits to the next node in the logical ring.

2.1. RDM Message Structure
Being familiar with the algorithm of RDM, it is time
to know about RDM message structure and its
specifications. As we described before there is only one
RDM message for whole system that travels between
nodes and carries critical data. Fig. 1 illustrates critical
message structure. Every data which is needed by nodes
will be kept in this message. For fields of message a short
description follows:
Coordinator Time holds the coordinator’s local time
which is updated when the critical message passes
through the coordinator, just before the message leaves it.
Coordinator contains the current coordinator’s
identification number.
Updated fields are a collection of Boolean data, one
per every node. Every Boolean field shows the
corresponding node situation (active or non-active). When
the critical message gets to a node, the corresponding
field will be set, so the coordinator will recognize inactive
nodes. Coordinator’s clockwise neighbor will make sure

if the coordinator is active and in the case that coordinator
is inactive, it will take over the coordinator’s
responsibility and will update the C field.
Critical data includes the actual critical data. Each
critical datum contains data identification and data value.
Data value properties will be recognized by its
identification number. Also, the critical data will be sent
or received based on these numbers.
Check field is used to handle the mistakes, which can
be occurred during receiving data. In this structure, we
assumed that Data identification and Data value have
variable length. The number of subfields may vary as the
message passes through different nodes of the system.
Because of variable length of different field, blanks are
used to distinguish between different parts of message.
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Figure 1. Critical message structure

2.2. RDM Fault-Tolerance
Fault tolerance is one of important characteristics of
real-time systems that prevent system from destruction.
During the system operation, if any changes occur in its
status, system must follow some actions and rules in order
to prevent system from loosing data or total collapse of
mission. In this section, we describe RDM fault tolerance
methods which are applied in critical situations.
Software and hardware methods are two main
procedures that are used for fault-tolerance in systems, but
our focus is on software one. Here we classify system
errors in to 3 major groups: Process inactivity, node
disablement and coordinator inactivity and for each group
we present the fault tolerance mechanisms [8].
In the case that one of system processes became
inactive, since all system requirements and produced data
are defined exactly, first we have to determine all data and
messages which are produced by this process; next step is
to determine if there is any other process in system that
produces the same data. If there is such a process, we can
replace the inactive one with this new process and refer

all processes that need the inactive node data to the
selected process. But in the case that there is no such a
process that can be replaced with disabled one, we can
examine whether it is possible to activate the new copy of
inactive process or not. In order to provide this
potentiality, it is possible to use software or hardware
redundancy in system design [3, 9]. It means that we can
make a copy of system resources and processes based on
their importance. Naturally, if one of system resources
doesn't support redundancy capability and only one copy
of this resource is available, in the case that it becomes
inactive, it may cause critical situation based on resource
effects and its necessity for system. After explained
actions, these changes will be announced to the other
nodes in a reconfiguration message.
Node disablement is another type of change that can
be occurred during the system activity. In this case, all
actions have been described previously must be done for
each process in the disabled node. If it is necessary, a new
system setup will be done to renew nodes connectivity.
And finally, if coordinator becomes inactive, since each
node has one inactive copy of coordinator process, it will
be recognized by its clockwise neighbor and the neighbor
node will be introduced as a new coordinator. It also takes
over the coordinator responsibility and the reconfiguration
process will be done.

3. Theoretic Comparison
In previous section we describe RDM algorithm and
explain how it works. In this part after we compare RDM
with three important protocols including Token Ring,
TDMA and CAN, we refer to the most important
advantages of RDM algorithm and some of its limitations,
in order to obtain general conclusion of RDM behavior.

3.1. Comparison with Token Ring
1) In Token ring, complex operations must be done in
order to manage and control the media especially when
we have priorities [10]. In this case token must travel at
least one complete cycle in order to identify the next
highest priority sender [11, 12], but in RDM without any
complex operation, in each moment the bus owner is
defined [5, 6, 7, 13].
2) In a SSDRT system, correct execution of a request
often depends on the freshness of the data that are
received from other nodes. Freshness of data is the Data
Life-Time
which is the time interval between data
production in source node and data consumption in
destination node. with the Token ring every data is
delivered separately, while with the RDM a collection of
data are encapsulated in one message and then it is ready
to send, so data delivered by the RDM is fresher than

data delivered by Token ring. This is a major advantage of
the RDM over the Token ring [5, 13].
3) Unlike RDM, in Token Ring the exact time of send
and receive is not computable, which is really important
for hard real-time systems and could be a major
deficiency for Token Ring, but in RDM it is possible to
present an exact formula for computing these times [5, 6,
13].

3.2. Comparison with CAN
1) In CAN, exact computation of response time is
difficult and depends on many environmental factors, but
in RDM it is possible to compute accurate request and
response time by presenting exact formulas [14].
2) In CAN because of using message broadcast
mechanism, all nodes on the network receive the source
node message [14, 15, 16] which strongly eliminates data
security. But in RDM we can establish some limitative
rules to provide secrecy [5]. The explanation of RDM
security scheme is out of the paper scope and can be
described in details in future works.
3) In RDM, add or remove nodes increase the system
complexity which makes it more complicated than CAN
[14].
4) In RDM practically there is no limitation on
message length as far as its round trip doesn't exceed
maximum circulation period, but in CAN message length
is bounded to 8 bytes and fragmentation is required for
messages longer than 8 bytes [5, 15].

3.3. Comparison with TDMA
1) In TDMA time span allocation for each process is
based on worst state of message transmission and because
of this it is not possible to use the band width efficiently
[5, 17], however in RDM because of special mechanism
which is used in send and receives (just one node uses
media in each moment) optimal use of band width is
possible.
2) Operation of TDMA is based on time accuracy.
Clock synchronization to provide time accuracy increases
system cost and overhead, while in RDM there is no need
for clock synchronization [5, 18].
3) Unlike RDM, TDMA is a static method and doesn't
support dynamic models [5, 19].
4) Because of time accuracy in TDMA start and end of
each process job can be measured exactly and this is a
major advantage of TDMA toward other protocols [20].

3.4. RDM characteristics
After comparison of RDM with other protocols, we
summarize most important specifications of RDM. The
followings are advantages of using the RDM:

• The types of real-time data that are transferred
between processes are known in advance and the RDM
makes use of this information to design a specific
message structure with capability of saving message
delivery time.
• The RDM technique can be used in small-scale
distributed real-time systems which contain independent
data and control sharing processes [13].
• RDM uses special message structure in order to keep
all critical data in one message, so there is no need to
deliver each data separately like Token ring [21]. Because
of this, data delivered by RDM is fresher than Token ring.
• One node is the coordinator and it has the
responsibility of system establishment and timing
considerations. When the system is going to become
active, the coordinator will introduce all real-time data to
all nodes. It will also recognize inactive nodes. If the
coordinator becomes inactive, it will be recognized in the
shortest possible time and replacement will be done.
• Because of special design of RDM, There is no need
for clock synchronization. This will save tremendous
amount of overhead.
• Because of special manner of RDM, in each moment
the bus owner is known, therefore there is no problem to
identify the next sender.
The followings are limitations of using the RDM [5]:
• If message length becomes very long, it will have
negative effect on message round time and triggers to
increase it.
• Increment of message length leads to message
buffering in nodes and it can increase sending time.
• Automatic adding nodes may cause system
complexity which is against RDM nature, so manual
adding must be done.

4. Simulation
In this section, first we describe simulation of RDM
and CAN algorithms over TCP/IP. It should be mentioned
that we just considered the message passing
characteristics of this two. And because of that we call
them algorithm here rather than network protocol. For the
purpose of system setup first step is to specify coordinator
After defining coordinator, system processes and their
important parameters like execution time, period and
deadline must be defined exactly. After process definition,
each process specifies data that consumes or produces.
These data and information organize in a source list which
is kept in coordinator. Based on this source list,
coordinator makes a system source table which controls
access authorities. In this stage Coordinator distributes all
processes in to different work stations. It also makes a
logical circular ordering of nodes that connects stations to
each other and assigns data movement direction. Based on
the nodes location, an identification number assigns to

them and by this assigning, all nodes communicate with
each other according to id numbers. In last step of system
setup, all these organized information and details which
are needed for activities such as sending, receiving and
allocating of data during processes operation, will be sent
to all nodes.
In previous descriptions we referred to system setup
and configuration, now we want to explain software
environment and processes specifications in our
simulation. In this simulation we assumed eight real time
processes with different specifications in execution time
and deadline (deadline is the time in which the process
should be finished). The characteristics of each process
are selected by a program and completely random. Table
1 shows the list of these processes and their details.
In RDM we assumed three main nodes and different
processes were distributed on these nodes. Process 1, 2
and 3 are placed in the first node, process 4 and 5 are
placed in the second node and process 6, 7 and 8 are
distributed in the third node.
In CAN all processes were placed on a common bus
and their settlement ordering is based on their numbers. In
CAN another process is also assumed which is called
Monitor. This process has the responsibility of system
controlling during the system operation.
TABLE 1. System Processes Specifications
Process
No

Execution
Time(s)

Deadline(s)

Time
interval
between two
requests(ms)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

6
8
13
9
11
16
12
15

8
11
16
14
15
18
16
18

11
16
18
22
25
28
34
39

5. Simulation Results
We simulated RDM and CAN with explained
specifications. We also considered 100 requests for each
process during processes execution. In this simulation our
main goal is to compute average Response Time and
Average Data Life-Time in RDM and CAN and then
compare the results. Response Time is the amount of time
that is passed, since the request is sent, until the response
is received. Data Life-Time is another factor which means
time interval between data production in source node and
data consumption in destination node. After data storage
during simulation, we also compute maximum Data LifeTime and maximum Response Time by statistical
operations.
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The average Data-Life Time and average Response
Time results are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 and the maximum
Data-Life Time and maximum Response Time results are
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 (Time measurement unit is
microsecond).
As we can see in these figures RDM acts better than
CAN based on all measured factors, however there is no
big difference between these two algorithms in Average
and maximum Data Life-Time, it is obvious that there is a
considerable difference between RDM and CAN in
average and maximum Response Time. The main reason
behind this difference is RDM special message structure
and the way that each node sends its real-time data to the
destination. In fact in CAN each message is delivered
separately, while in RDM there is only one message that
circulates around the logical ring and carries all real-time
data. In other words, a collection of data is encapsulated
in one message and then it is made ready to send, so in
RDM we can achieve better use of bandwidth than CAN.

Just as we can see in the obtained results from average
and ma xim um Data -Li fe Ti m e, RDM an d CAN
algorithms have similar efficiency in this factor with a
little improvement in RDM in comparison with CAN. But
as it is obvious in Response Time results, RDM with its
short Response Time can be an ideal choice for systems
with short intervals. Furthermore RDM algorithm seems
much more suitable for systems with short deadline time,
especiall y in hard real-time systems. Its special
mechanisms in message passing decreases the probability
of deadline expiration and falling system in a critical
situation, so it increases data freshness ( freshness is Data
Life-Time which is the time interval between data
production in source node and data consumption in
destination node), security and generally system safety
which is really important for real-time systems. With
comparing results, as a general conclusion in real-time
systems with few numbers of nodes and longer deadlines,

RDM and CAN have approximately similar efficiency,
but in distributed real-time systems with short deadlines
specially heard real-time types RDM is a very good
choice with much more efficiency and can guarantee to
transmit data to the proper destination in appropriate time
without deadline expiration.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we explained the RDM algorithm, its
message passing mechanism and its message structure.
We weight up the pros and cons of the RDM technique by
making a comparisons between RDM and other
algorithms. We also referred to our simulation results for
RDM and CAN which shows the better performance of
RDM than CAN in hard real-time systems with short
deadlines.
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